Abstract-Synchronization of chaotic and Chen system has been done using the active sliding mode control strategy. Regarding the synchronization task as a control problem, fractional order mathematics is used to express the system and active sliding mode for synchronization. It has been shown that, not only the performance of the proposed method is satisfying with an acceptable level of control signal, but also a rather simple stability analysis is performed. The latter is usually a complicated task for nonlinear chaotic systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fractional Calculus (FC) is more than 300 years old topic. A number of applications where FC has been used rapidly grows, especially during last two decades. These mathematical phenomena allow to describe a real object more accurate that the classical integer methods. The real objects are generally fractional [1] , however, for many of them the fractionality is very low. The main reason for using the integer-order models was the absence of solution methods for fractional dierential equations. Recently, the fractional order linear time invariant (FOLTI) systems have attracted lots of attention in control systems society (e.g. [2] ) even though fractional-order control problems were investigated as early as 1960s [3] , [6] . In the fractional order controller, the fractional order integration or derivative of the output error is used for the current control force calculation. To control and synchronization of chaotic fractional-order system an active sliding mode controller (ASMC) is proposed.
The differ integral operator, represented by is a combined differentiation-integration operator commonly used in fractional calculus and general calculus operator, including fractional-order and integer is defined as:
There are several definitions of fractional derivatives [7] . The Caputo fractional derivative of order of a continuous function is defined as follows That implies the same roles as for the master system.Synchronization of the systems means finding a control signal that makes state of the slave system to evolve as the states of the master system.
Now we define errors dynamics as follows
The aim is to design the controller such that:
Then use with the active control designprocedure [8] Change as following:
where a constant is gain vector and is the control input that satisfies:
where is a switching surface that describes the desired dynamics. Constructing a sliding surface which represents a desired system dynamics and the sliding surface described as follows III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS The Chen system was introduced by Chen and in 1999 [9] . In this section, we consider using (ASMC) technique to obtain synchronization. This controller guarantees the synchronization two fractional orders Chen systems with the following initial conditions Consider two fractional order Chen systems as master andslave systems respectively:
Assume that order of the master is and order the slave is Parameters of the controller are chosen as , and . Fig.1 shows the effectiveness of the proposedcontroller to synchronize two fractional-order modeledsystems. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We construct a novel control law for fractional orders chaos system via active sliding mode control. Based on active control and sliding mode control methods an active sliding mode controller is derived to synchronize two Chen-Chen systems. The error system between two Chen-Chen chaotic systems is deduced using ASMC control theory.
